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Canning and Car Pioneer 
 
After working in his uncle's business in Stavanger for several years, Tørres Andersen Rønneberg 
founded the Rønneberg Preserving Company in 1880 when he was 35 years old. 
 
Tørres was a pioneer both in the Norwegian canning industry and 
the Norwegian car business. In addition to his canning production, he was an agent for Bentz 
regarding both their cars and buses. 
 
Tørres Rønneberg has told his grandson--Philip Rønneberg, who was a journalist in Stavanger and 
later was the managing editor of Moss Avis-- 
 that he was not satisfied with the smooth and secure income as he weighed and measured behind 
the counter and in the warehouse. It was something new that called upon his desire for action. 
Therefore, he bought the farm, Kampen, the Mission farm in Stavanger, and built the barn into 
a small canning factory.  It was Stavanger's second and the country's third factory of its kind. 
 
The canning business succeeded, and grandfather, increased capacity and improved production 
techniques, as he gained experience.  Kampen's possibilities were quickly exploited.  But, in order 
to provide more space and to overcome the disadvantages of being so far from the sea, 
my grandfather bought in 1888, P.W. Rosenkilde son's properties in the Stangaten.  Rosenkilde had 
to suspend his business during the crisis in 1880, and the old buildings were deserted, but 
grandfather filled them with new work. 
 
Rønneberg was a pioneer in the preserving business. His was the first factory in Stavanger, 
Norway that took the steam power it used  for cooking and it ran the canning factory.  It had its own 
acetylene gas works, which was later succeeded by the city's first electrical facility.  The power was, 
of course, from the company's own facility. 
 
Production of fish balls, which in its time, was the cannery's other main sideline business, and it was 
completely altered by machines that were partially grandfather's invention. Axel Krefting wrote, in 
1877, about the company's efforts in this area in Norwegian industry, - which was published by The 
Norwegian Association for handcrafts and industry. 
 
This, of course, produced a whole revolution in the community. The benefits soon appeared in every 
area, so it is no exaggeration to say (you wouldn't be mouthing nonsense) if you claim this change 
has brought the city's export of fish balls to the level where it is now.  
 
"Grandfather, in 1897 made another great effort with the creation of a Steam Kitchen.  My father had 
taken the idea from abroad and grandfather ran with it. He proceeded with his usual caution in the 
beginning, but the steam kitchen soon became a big business. It served 800 lunches some days.  
The Steam Kitchen had to expand, and after a few years there was, also, a deli , albeit, with 
somewhat seasonal opportunities"   Phillip Rønneberg told. 
 
When T. A. Rønneberg died on 11 December 1913,  the obituaries said that,  "The city will miss one 
of the pioneers in the canning industry, and he was in the fullest sense a self made man. He was a 



gracious and quiet-mannered man who helped many without the right hand knowing what the left did 
... " 
 


